
Blue Fortress Sdn Bhd, a value-added solution provider, distributing top tier
cybersecurity solutions, head quartered in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Since its inception,
Blue Fortress has embarked on partnership with large financial institutions and
government agencies in their cybersecurity journey specifically in the area of
cryptography and key management.

Supported by major leading technology vendors and having more than a decade of
experience in encryption, we are committed to provide best services to our
customers. We offer around the clock post-sales support, coupled with our
professional consulting and advisory services.

Our comprehensive solution offerings include network infrastructure security, data
protection platform, secured and automated document workflow and signing
platform, keys and certificate monitoring and life cycle management, Identity and
Access Management, multifactor and password-less authentication.

As businesses are moving to digitalization, cloud and hybrid platform as well as
quantum computing, we are your niche trusted advisor, sharing more than a decade of
expertise and experience in this field. Supporting our clients’ journey, we have
tailored, invented and enhanced their requirements with our very own developed
solution, ensuring environment is secured and compliant to regulatory requirements
as well as delivering security and assurance across their services to their clients.

Blue Fortress’ Secure e-PIN is Secure e-PIN is designed to secure PIN delivery
methods efficiently and effectively to support many financial institutions today for the
purpose of digital financial transaction and documentation.

Blue Fortress’ WebSeal End-to-End Encryption an End-to-End Encryption designed
to secure the entire communication channel internally. E2EE operates inside a highly
secure HSM where no sensitive data is accessible at any point..

Here in Blue Fortress, we are committed to provide wide range of tailored security
requirements to support the growth of your business demands.
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focuses on SECURE Digital Transformation to enable organizations to progress and evolve without sacrificing “Trust,” which matters most in our
society. With an end-to-end stack around trust services, PKI, Paperless transformation, and Digital Authentication, eMudhra is optimally placed to
aid digital journeys where identity assertion is critical. Having been in business for over 12 years and built a reach that spans more than 50
countries, eMudhra is deeply committed to bringing change and helping societies across not just go digital but go digital in a secure way.

is an orchestrated threat management (OTM) technology company. Its innovative technology platform, Wedge Absolute Real-time Protection
(WedgeARP), is a software defined orchestrated network security system. Deployed in data centers by enterprises and managed security service
providers, WedgeARP inspects, detects, and blocks in real-time, malware and cyber threats (known, unknown and customized). Today, Wedge's
products block advanced security threats for tens of millions of endpoints spanning more than 17 countries. Awarded a Gartner Cool Vendor
designation, and twice bestowed with Build-In-Canada Innovation awards, Wedge Networks is headquartered in Calgary, Canada with
international teams in the North America, Asia Pacific, and the Middle East and North Africa regions.

is a technology provider of Identity and Access Management solutions. Fálaina enables enterprises to have visibility and secure their infrastructures,
applications and data for private and public cloud.

Cloud Protection & Licensing (CPL) is the worldwide leader in data protection, providing everything an organization needs to protect and manage
its data, identities and intellectual property – through encryption, advanced key management, tokenization, and authentication and access
management. Whether it’s securing the cloud, digital payments, blockchain or the Internet of Things, security professionals around the globe rely
on Thales to confidently accelerate their organization’s digital transformation. Thales Cloud Protection & Licensing is part of Thales Group.

is the leading provider of state-of-the-art highly secure identity and access management solutions. With its flagship product, vSEC:CMS, Versasec
eases the deployment of physical and virtual smart cards for enterprises of any size on every continent. Versasec’s solutions enable its customers
to securely authenticate, issue and manage user credentials. The company has offices in Sweden, Dubai, Singapore, the United States, the United
Kingdom, France and Germany. Versasec’s products and services can be purchased and delivered worldwide through an extensive reseller
network and via the Versasec web site: https://versasec.com.

is a world-class cybersecurity company specializing in protecting machine identities for our hyper-connected digital economy. Venafi identify,
secure and manage machine identities wherever they exist, combining expertise with innovation to provide world-class machine identity
protection. Venafi has been delivering solutions to high-profile customers for over 10 years, and is extremely proud of their pioneering heritage
and the levels of expertise they have delivered for the customers.
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